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MASHING CHALLENGE
THE BLACK-BOX PROCESS
Although mashing is generally regarded as mastered process by today’s brewers, it is not without challenges that brewers operate it on
a daily basis. Laboratory analysis helps, but they are tedious, expensive and with a long response time. Moreover, the malt quality fluctuations due to climate change, and tight profit margins has brought the
brewer into a scenario where operational flexibility and rapid response is crucial.

THE SIBA TECHNOLOGY
HOW IT WORKS?

SIBA is a patented, fully automated inline tool that gives the brewer
an insight into the mashing process without the need for manual
sample processing. SIBA is connected to the mash tun in a closed
sample loop, and operates with mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy. The
SIBA technology is intended to digitalize the mashing process in order
to overcome the daily production and QC challenges on a brewery.
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INDUSTRIAL OPTIMIZATIONS
ACHIEVED WITH SIBA
SIBA technology has helped increase the
adjunct ratio in the main brand (1mio hL
brewery) with no negative effect to the quality.
Annual saving of: € 450.000
SIBA ROI of

Adjunct
increase

DIGITALIZED QUALITY CONTROL
WITH SIBA
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based on adjunct optimization alone
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Reduced
Mashing time
With the focus of increasing mash tun capacity,
SIBA helped on shortening the recipe
durations, with no negative effect to the brews.
Extra production capacity of:
+0.4 mio

hL pr. year

Increased
RDF

Substantial increase of fermentable extract
(3% RDF) on the main brand was possible
thanks to SIBA technology, optimizing the
mashing performance.
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Quality Control of Malts

63 68

for 2mio hL brewery
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Peak
Gelatinization

Fermentability within Specs

Enzyme
savings

SIBA has managed to reduce the use of
enzymes by optimizing enzyme performance.
Annual saving of: € 80.000 in glucoamylases
for a 2mio hL brewery.
SIBA ROI of 21

T°C

SIBA has warned brewers in Europe about trouble malts and raw
material quality fluctuations, e.g.
caused by draught stress. As a QC
tool, SIBA ensures the brewery to
operate optimal continuously. Gelatinization plots inform about the
optimal saccharification temperature of the malts in use.
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based on glucoamylase savings alone

Specshell has developed a fermentability tool to predict wort RDF instantly after the mashing. This QC
tool has warned brewers about out
of specification worts before lab
tests, by enabling fast reaction time
and providing operational flexibility.
Together with the rest of the features, brewers can now optimize
and QC recipe RDF with SIBA.

WARNING!
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